
ONENESS 102: 21 – Birth your 12 Powers 
 

As I shared on my prior blog, on May 6, 2012, MariLyn and I will be at Unity South Church in 

Bloomington, MN, a suburb of Minneapolis, where I will give a talk at the 10 AM Sunday service 

and MariLyn and I will present an afternoon workshop from 1 – 3 PM. Our subject both times will 

be “Birth your 12 Powers.” If you live nearby, we hope to see you there. If not, we welcome your 

prayers and projections and loving oneness with all who attend these presentations. 

 

The initial spiritual guidance for this trip to the Twin Cities of Minneapolis/St. Paul, MN, came in 

my dream of August 27, 2008, just 19 days after MariLyn and I were married. In the dream, I 

traveled to the headwaters of the Mississippi River, a couple hundred miles north of 

Minneapolis, where I entered a dome-shaped birthing center. The lead physician of a group of 

spiritual obstetricians used a special laser to cut open the top of my head, where he made two 

incisions that formed an equilateral cross. One of the crosscuts went from about the top of my 

left ear, over the top central portion of my head, and down to the top of my right ear. The other 

cut was from the top, central forehead area, up and over the midline of the full length of my 

skull, to the back of my head. This cross produced four flaps that were violet in color. When the 

doctor opened them, they revealed my cerebrum that was vibrant, radiant green. Via my opened 

crown chakra/cerebrum, I gave birth to a beautiful child who was filled with peace, love, light 

and I Am harmony. This Christ child seemed to be about two years old. 

 

By way of interpretation, the headwaters of the Mississippi River represents the crown chakra 

and cerebrum of our head, which is the site of twelve spiritual centers or thrones, one for each 

of our 12 spiritual powers: faith, strength, love, wisdom, et al. The Mississippi River portrays our 

spinal cord that travels from the cerebrum down through the middle of our body to its base, just 

as the Mississippi travels through the middle of the USA from Minnesota to Louisiana. The USA 

serves as the prototype of the New JerUSAlem. The dream dome represents a secure and safe 

place wherein to birth our light body. The dream doctors represent guides, mentors and 

teachers in the higher planes. The cross is for crucifixion, prior to rebirth and resurrection. The 

color violet portrays transmutation and cleansing. Green is the color of unity, healing, integration 

and the power of wisdom-justice-judgment.  

 

Visualization: See yourself within an etheric dome of Christ light that is about 50 feet in 

diameter. On the outside, this structure does not look special or unique. Inside, however, 

glorious light illuminates it and uplifts you. Within its protective confines, unite with higher astral 

guides, ascended masters and angelic guardians who comprise your innerplane birthing team. 

One of them uses a laser-like scalpel to make a symbolic cross on top of your head, creating 

four skin flaps that are violet in color; these four portray the four lower bodies (mental, 

emotional, astral & physical). See the opening of these flaps, like the petals of a lotus. This 

symbolizes the opening of your crown chakra. As this occurs, see your cerebrum filling with 

vibrant green light. Sense, feel, envision and experience the overshadowing of your light or 

Christ body, which anchors down and through your crown chakra/cerebral computer. Give birth 

to your I Am Self and its twelve healing powers.  


